Date: 10th May, 2020
To,

The Head, Drilling Services, SW,

Mumbai.

Subiect: Hunger Strike notice regarding evacuation of crew on Rig Sagar Ratna.

Respected Sir,

We the staff of Sagar Ratna would like to place a very serious issue in front of your esteemed
authority which we are facing since last few days and the situation is worsening day by day, hence we
are compelled to approach to you.
Sagar Ratna was docked in Pipavav Shipyard, Gujarat, for maintenance since, December 201-9.
After maintenance work on Rig was completed the Rig has sailed out to its new location in Mumbai
offshore. We, the crew on Rig, are in a dilemma to continue the offshore operations amidst the present
situation of pandemic COVID-19.
Day by day the number of cases is spreading out of control in Mumbai as well as entire Nation in
spite of the containment and lockdown measures put down by the government. Due to the COVID-19
scenario, there have not been crew changes. Also, the entire duty till now has been very hectic and
physically as well as mainly mentally tiring. The entire crew was constantly assured that there will be
crew change once the Rig is in Mumbai. But entire change of crew has not been possible till now.

Partial crew changes are being carried out from major cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and
there are plans for crew changes from Nagpur, Patna, Kolkata. The crew from regions near-by Mumbai

i.e., within 600 kms range

in

Maharashtra and Gujarat, were promised

for crew change and

transportation by road. But, till now this is not implemented due to reasons cited by the management
regarding non availability of e-passes for transportation.
We would like to bring to your notice that there has been crew transportation from Ahmedabad
and Ankaleshwar Assets to Mumbai. Also, for crew transportation from Delhi and Chennai, all the crew
was transported from their home to the airport. ln Chennai, the crew from Vishakhapatnam and rest of
Andhra Pradesh were also moved by road to Chennai. These movements were also carried out by
permissions of the government. For Mumbai Assets these procedures for availing of e-passes is not new.
Last month for sailing out of Rig from Pipavav, Surveyors from Mumbai were transported to Pipavav Port
for carrying out the sailing. This shows that the Mumbai offshore Asset Management is not very
interested for evacuation of the crew back to their home. They can use all possible measures for
continuing the operations but acts helpless when it comes to crew movement. The assurances given to
us from time to time are not convincing at all.
Even

the state government is moving the people stranded at different places through busses.

But, we, the esteemed ONGCians, are struck at work. We call ourselves essential services but still we are
not allowed for transport permission. This is a very sad situation. Back home, the crew members too
have an entire family and loved ones who are totally depended on them and waiting for their arrival at
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home, safe and sound. But in this emergency sc-enario the crew is forced
family's needs.

to work and sacrifice their

We are losing hope in the assurances of the Management and would like to show our disparity
in form of Hunger Strike. We would like to inform you that the entire staff crew on Sagar Ratna would

be going on Hunger Strike from 12.05.2020, morning 8.00 am

till the entire crew

changes are not

made.

There is also one issue that needs to be addressed. There is shortage of catering crew on the Rig.
From many days the catering facilities like laundry, housekeeping and food quality is hampered due to
this. The food menu is also reduced to minimum to facilitate the catering demands. This too needs to be
resolved soon. Our Hunger strike will definitely serve some relaxation to them in this scenario.

We request your kind authority to kindly consider our request. We are assured that you will
definitely take required decisions for safeguarding the crew and not support any decision that
jeopardizes with the safety of the crew.
Thanking You.

Yours Sincerely,
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Copy To:

1)
2)

The Rig Manager, Sagar Ratna.
The General Secretary, Karmachari Sanghatana, Mumbai.

The details of crew stuck at Rig:
Sr. No.

Name

Number of days of duty

Hometown

1

Kalpesh K. Pawar

55

N

2

Prashant S. Manapure

55

Chandrapur

3

Abdulsaeed A. Shaikh

62

Vadoda ra

4

Pratik Rode

55

Nagpur

5

Deepak Sarkar

56

Agartala, Tripura

6

Rameshwar Mahato

59

Bettaih, Bihar
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To,
ED MH Asset,
Mumbai

Date;L0.5.2020

Through- All Staff of tCp platform
subject: Regarding rack of arrangement for
transportation of offshore emproyees.
Respected sir,

we' the following on-board persons are working
from last two months & all are physically
down. All
are belongs from the cities rike Nashik,
satara, Karad, Kolhapur, Jargaon, Aurangabad,
Vadodara,
to Mumbai' But still there is no anv arransement
by oNGC manasement for going
ijli,liT;LXlrest
Management had arranged the transportation
facility byflight & bus for Delhi, chennai,
Nagpur,
kolkatta' kotchi' etc' cities which is far away
from Mumbai. Then why it is not possible
for cities
which are very near to Mumbai.

Therefore' we are requested you to do proper
arrangement for following persons from
lcp
Platform to go their hometown up to yesterday
otherwise we all are going on hunger strike
from
Wednesday i.e. 13.05.2020

Sr

Name

CPF

no.
1.

2
3

NO.

of

Location

KM

Sign

days
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Thanking you,
Yours faithfullv
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Copy To:

Executive member
(Karmachari Sanghatana, lCp)

ED-HRO, ONGC, WOU, Green heights
Bandra (E),. Mumbai_4OOO51
GM,l/c HR/ER, Ro, Green Heights Bandra (E),
Mumbai-400051
Surface Manager/ Area Managerl LM/OIM'(rcp),
MH Asset, Mumbai.

G.S. Karmachari Sanghatana, Mumbai

